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Excerpted from abstract
A large proportion of young children spend many hours in early childhood education and care (ECEC) and such care is costly. Given this
context, it is important to examine the quality of care children receive, whether they experience quality differently, and the effects of
quality on child development. Exposure to high quality ECEC is expected to promote child development. However, results linking ECEC
quality to children’s outcomes are mixed. Perhaps researchers need to focus on different aspects of ECEC quality. Alternatively,
limitations of the literature may explain this inconsistency, as assessments of ECEC quality often aggregate across individual children to
the classroom level, and such research is conducted primarily in the U.S. My two dissertation papers address gaps regarding what impacts
quality, children’s differential experiences of quality, and associations between quality and child outcomes. Both papers focus on
classrooms serving preschool-aged children. The first paper is a systematic review and meta-analysis examining the role of educator early
childhood specialization on a range of preschool-aged children’s outcomes. Findings from this paper indicate that this quality indicator is
not strongly or consistently associated with the outcomes examined in the literature. Limitations of the literature are discussed as possible
explanations for the few results. The second paper uses archival data to assess ECEC quality at the child, classroom, and centre levels, by
examining whether and why children are differentially treated by ECEC educators. This paper consists of two studies. The first examines
educator differential treatment (DT) of children using educator-reports of their perceived closeness and conflict with each child in their
classroom. The second examines DT using child-educator observations of social interaction and instruction. Results indicate that
individual children have very different experiences in ECEC settings across a range of affective, social, and instructional domains,
regardless of how DT is assessed. Educators reported closer and less conflicted relationships with prosocial children and directed more
positive support and engagement towards children demonstrating oppositional behaviour. In addition to child behaviour, aspects of
classroom quality showed associations with DT, however, results were inconsistent. Implications for public policy, resource allocation, and
future research, particularly in Canada, are discussed.
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